
CD9
KPC
MOS
PAW
PIR
POS

Parents around/Code 9 
Keeping parents clueless 
Mum over shoulder
Parents are watching
Parent in room 
Parent over shoulder

ASL
Body count
Daddy
DTF
FBOI
FWB
GNOC
GYPO
Hentai
IWSN
LMP
LMIRL
NIFOC
Smash
Skeet 
Swoop 
TDTM
Thicc
Thot
WAP

Age/sex/location 
The number of people someone has slept with
An attractive man, usually older, who conveys a sense of power and dominance 
Down to f*ck 
F*ck boy, a guy just looking for sex
Friends with benefits 
Get naked on camera
Get your pants off 
Graphic anime pornography
I want sex now 
Like my pic/lick my p*ssy 
Let’s meet in real life 
Nude in front of a computer 
To have casual sex 
To ejaculate
To be picked up in a car 
 Talk dirty to me 
Having an attractive body 
That ho over there, used instead of ‘slut’ 
Wet ass p*ssy

420
Broken
CID
DOC
Molly 

Marijuana 
Hangover from alcohol 
Acid 
Drug of choice 
Ecstasy/MDMA 

AF
AFAIK
AFK 
ATM
Bae
Bih 
BRB
BTW
Cappin’
Dope
Fam
FINSTA
F2F or FTF

As f**k 
As far as I know
Away from keyboard 
At the moment 
Significant other or crush 
Short form of b*tch 
Be right back 
By the way 
Lying 
Something extremely cool 
Friends 
Fake Instagram account 
Face to face

GB
GLHF
HAK 
IIRC
ILU
IMHO
KMS/KYS
NMU 
OFC
OTP
SMH
TBH

Goodbye 
Good luck, have fun 
Hugs and kisses 
If I remember correctly
I love you
In my honest opinion
Kill myself/Kill yourself
Not much, you?  
Of course 
On the phone 
Shaking my head 
To be honest 

Sexual

General

For ParentsDrugs

The swift and extensive distribution of information through social media has led to the rapid evolution of
language. The language children and young people are using is constantly changing. We've compiled several
terms that might be unfamiliar to you. Having a grasp of these and understanding the context in which they are
being used can help parents support children to safely navigate some of the greyer aspects of the online world.

CAUTION: These terms may have become outdated by the time you read them!

ONLINE LANGUAGE: A guide for parents

Child Safeguarding Week 2024: Resource

This document contains explicit language

https://blog.mspy.com/fam-slang/

